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pewag snow chains –
the strongest chains for each 
area of application.
The strongest chains for each area of application pewag offers the right product for 
every situation. With our determination to innovate, we at pewag design snow chains 
that guarantee maximum safety and comfort in every situation. 

pewag snow chains cannot only be used in wintery conditions. Our products can be
used on all different types of grounds – mud, pebble and sand: In impassable terrain 
military and ambulance drivers rely on pewag quality. 



NEWsnox PRO

s(nox)olution! Naturally by pewag.
pewag snox is the only snow chain, 
that is not mounted but snoxed.

Another innovation by pewag engineers: s(nox)olution! is the new 
chain’s slogan and gets to point: pewag snox makes the mounting 
of your snow chain as easy as putting on a hat. 

Product description
pewag snox combines all the positive characteristics of a full-size 
snow chain with unmatched mounting comfort and the smoothest 
ride. The correct tensioning of the chain is regulated fully auto-
matically. The chain mesh out of square links in 3.2 mm diameter 
guarantees a long life span. 
No rings, no hooks, no re-tensioning – snow chain mounting has 
never been so easy, how is that possible? The solution lies in the 
unique technology which is placed in the pewag snox-box. At a 
certain speed, the pewag snox-system locks the ring – the ideal 
tensioning of the chain is regulated fully automatically. When the 
vehicle stops, the ring is released again and you can simply pull 
the chain off the tire.

Ideal for drivers who want to be prepared for all wintery condi-
tions. The new pewag snox is packed in the hip pewag snox-case. 
Always on board, always prepared. 



servo

Athletic. Thrilling. Fast.
High quality chain with
servo technology.

Specifically developed for vehicles with high powered engines 
pewag servo offers the comfort of stationary mounting and high
reliability under all conditions: a snow chain, that will satisfy
frequent drivers. 

Product description
Due to its tight chain mesh in material thickness 3.2 mm pewag 
servo allows for perfect grip and a long file span. 
For the first time the patented servo-technology is used in the 
automatic tightening elements, which guarantee an even more 
exact and better chain tension. Manual tensioning is no longer 
necessary. The new change-over switch of the tightening element 
makes mounting easier and the scratch-resistant design even 
makes a snow chain look good!  For rim protection, the outer parts 
of the chain are made from plastic or equipped with pewag-rim-
protection.

The self-opening lock on the inside chain allows the demounting to 
be accomplished comfortably.
pewag servo is especially recommended for sports cars with tight 
wheel wells.

NEW



brenta 9

Proven technology. Reliable in use.
The 9 mm chain for vehicles with tight 
wheel wells. 

pewag brenta 9 was developed for vehicles, on which only chains 
with small links may be used according to the vehicle manufacturer 
specifications. 

Product description
For pewag brenta 9 square links in material thickness 3 mm made 
of high quality fine grain alloy steel are used. The approved ratchet 
system from the pewag brenta-c range and an easy manageable 
inside lock (height 9 mm) make pewag brenta 9 a popular product 
worldwide. 



ring automatik

Recommended for cars with
rear wheel drive.
The hoop chain which is easy
to mount in tight wheel wells.

The handy hoop system makes mounting of the pewag ring
automatic very easy, especially for cars with rear wheel drive. 

Product description
pewag ring automatik shows it’s advantages especially with tight 
wheel wells: The preformed spring steel hoop facilitates mounting 
especially for cars with rear wheel drive. Cumbersome handling of 
the inside chain in tight wheel wells is no longer necessary.
The chain links are made of square steel in material thickness 3.55 
mm (up to size 74) and 3.7 mm (from size 75) and guarantee a 
long life span when in professional use. 



snox SUV

s(nox)olution! Naturally by pewag.
pewag snox is the only snow chain, 
that is not mounted but snoxed.

s(nox)olution! is the new chain’s slogan and gets to point: pewag 
snox suv makes the mounting of your snow chain as easy as 
putting on a hat. The innovative snox®-technology is now available 
for SUVs. 

Product description
pewag snox suv combines all the positive characteristics of a full-
size snow chain with unmatched mounting comfort and the smoo-
thest ride available. The correct tensioning of the chain is regulated 
fully automatically. The chain mesh out of square links in 3.7 mm 
diameter guarantees a long life span.
Perfect for drivers, who want to be prepared for all wintery condi-
tions.

For off-road use we recommend pewag austro super and pewag 
austro super verstaerkt chains respectively and for driving over 
both rough and smooth roads we recommend pewag Forstmeis-
ter. Please consider the specifications of the vehicle manufacturer 
regarding the clearance in the wheel well. 



servo SUV

Sportive. Exciting. Fast.
High-quality stationary mounting
chain for SUV’s .

The sport-utility version of pewag servo was developed especially 
for SUV’s. 

Product description
Developed for SUVs pewag servo suv is fit for the job. The resistant 
ball lock on the inside chain allows the chain to be closed easily in 
the wheel well. The automatic tensioning ratchets guarantee opti-
mal chain tension during the ride at the push of a button. Manual 
tensioning of the chain is no longer necessary. All parts on the 
outside chain, which might touch the rim, are made from plastics 
to avoid any damage. 

Strong detail: The chain mesh links in 3.55 mm are perfectly suited 
for the use on snow-covered roads and also on dirt tracks.
For off-road use we recommend pewag austro super and pewag 
austro super verstaerkt chains respectively and for driving over 
both rough and smooth roads we recommend pewag Forstmeis-
ter. Please consider the specifications of the vehicle manufacturer 
regarding the clearance in the wheel well.  



brenta-c 4x4

Simply strong.
The reliable stationary mounting chain 
for 4x4 use. 

The tried and tested pewag brenta-c is pewag’s most popular 
snow chain: the chain was strengthened for 4x4 use. With this 
product you are well-equipped for off-road driving. 

Product description
pewag brenta-c 4x4 is a stationary mounting chain for 4x4 use. 
The square links with a material thickness of 4.5 mm are suited for 
hardest requirements. The inside chain is closed with a heavy-duty 
hook. 

For off-road use we recommend pewag austro super and pewag 
austro super verstaerkt chains respectively and for driving over 
both rough and smooth roads we recommend pewag Forstmeis-
ter. Please consider the specifications of the vehicle manufacturer 
regarding the clearance in the wheel well.  



Forstmeister

Powerful and persistent without limits.
Versatile 4x4 chain for extreme
off-road use.

Where the road ends pewag Forstmeister knows no limits and gets 
you over any terrain in the woods and to the highest peaks safely.  

Product description
Exclusive traction chain by pewag, which comes in a handy, reu-
sable wooden box for rangers and outdoor lovers. The tight chain 
grid of pewag Forstmeister does not only ensure a perfect grip, but 
also a smooth ride and a safe journey over forest grounds, no root 
or mud can stop this chain!

The resistant chain in material thickness 4.5 mm is made of
TitanGrip®. The welded links ensure a stable connection of the 
chain mesh with the side chain and provide high durability and a 
long life span.

NEU
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Please consider the recommendations
of the vehicle manufacturer!




